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Abstract. A clutter L is a collection of m subsets of a ground set E(L) = {x, , . . . , x,} with the 
property that, for every pair Ai, Aj E L, Ai is neither contained nor contains Aj. A transversal of
L is a subset of E(L) intersecting every member of L. 
If we associate with each element Xj E E(L) a weight Cj, the problem of finding a transversal 
having minimum weight is equivalent to the following set-covering problem 
min{cTxIMLx51 ,,,, XjE{O,l},j=l,..., n} (SC) 
where ML is the matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors of the subsets Ai E L and l,,, denotes 
the vector with m ones. 
A set-covering problem is regular if there exists an ordering of the variables u = (x1,. . . , x,,) 
such that, for every feasible solution x with Xi = 1, Xj = 0, j < i, the vector x + ej - ej is also a 
feasible solution, where ej is the ith unit vector. The matrix M of a regular set-covering problem 
is said to be regular. 
A regular clutter is any clutter whose incidence matrix is regular. In this paper we describe 
some properties of regular clutters and propose an algorithm which, in 0( mn) steps, generates 
all the minimal transversals of a regular clutter L and produces the transversal having minimum 
weight. 
Key words. Regular switching functions, threshold synthesis, set-covering, clutters, polynomial 
algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
A clutter E is a collection of m subsets of a ground set E(L) = {x, , . . . , xn} with 
the property that, for every pair Ai, Aj E L, /& is neither contained nor contains Aj. 
To each clutter L we can associate a proper (0,l) matrix J& whose rows are the 
incidence vectors in E(L) of the members of L (incidence matrix). 
A transversal of L is a subset of E(L) having nonempty intersection with each 
member of L. 
The blocker b(L) of L is the collection of all the minimal transversals of L. 
There is a transparent relationship between the minimal transversals of a given 
clutter L and the feasible solutioris of the following set-covering problem associated 
to the (0,l) matri 
l,, XjE{O,l}, j= (W 
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where c is a positive weight vector associated to the elements of E(L) and I m 
denotes the vector with m ones. In particular, we have that the incidence vectors 
of the transversals of L are the feasible solutions of the problem (SC), and that the 
problem of finding a minimum weight transversal of L is equivalent to (SC). 
A problem (SC) is regular if there exists an ordering of the variables u = 
( X1, . . . , x,,) such that, for every feasible solution x with Xi = 1, xj = 0, j < i, the vector 
X + ej - ei is also a feasible solution, where ei is the ith unit vector. We call regular 
the clutter associated to the matrix 1M of a regular set-covering problem. 
Regular set-covering problems were first introduced in the framework of boolean 
programming [4, S] and are closely related to the problem of dualizing regular 
boolean functions. 
Moreover, as indicated in [6,7], evt?ry set-covering problem having precisely the 
same (0,l) solutions of a suitable ‘knapsack’ problem, in the same variables, is 
regular, but not vice versa. 
In [7] Peled and Simeone presented a polynomial algorithm (Hop-Skip-Jump) 
which solves a regular set-covering problem by enumerating all the non-dominated 
feasible solutions. This algorithm provides both an explicit polynomial bound on 
the number of feasible solutions and a criterion to check, in polynomial time, if a 
given (regular) set-covering problem is equivalent to some ‘knapsack’ problem in 
the same variables. In [6] Hammer and Simeone improved the algorithm Hop-Skip- 
Jump bringing its complexity to O(mn logzm). 
In [2] we introduced a special class of clutters, the ideal clutters, which properly 
contains the class of regular clutters. 
In this paper we describe some properties of regular clutters, and exploit the 
connections between regular and ideal clutters to devise a simple algorithm to solve 
regular set-covering problems. In Section 2 we report the definitions of ideal clutters 
and the main results of 121. In Section 3 the properties of regular clutters are 
investigated. In particular, it is shown that the class of regular clutters is strictly 
contained in that of ideal clutters and that the regularity property is hereditury with 
respect to taking minors. In Section 4 we propose a new algorithm for generating 
all the members of b(L) and finding the transversal with minimum weight in 0( mn) 
elementary steps. 
2, Clutters and ideal clutters 
A clutter L is a collection {A l, . . . , Am} of subsets of a ground set E(L) such 
that, for every pair AI,, Ai E L, A,, is neither contained nor contains Ai (Sperner 
family). The elements Xj E E(L) that are not contained in any Ai E L are said to be 
isolated 
A transversal of L is a subset of E(L) having nonempty intersection with each 
member of k. The blocker b(L) of L is the collection of all tile minimal (w.r.t. set 
inclusion) transversals of L; it is easy to see that b(L) is a’ise a clutter. 
, 
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If L is a clutter and 2 is a subset of E(L), we define L\Z to be {Aj E L : A, A 2 = 0) 
and LjZ to be the collection of minimal members of {A -2 : A E L}. 
L/Z arc clutters and the associated operations are called respectively deletion and 
contraction of 2. 
A minor L’ of L is a clutter which may be obtained from L by a sequence of 
deletions and contractions. As proved by Seymour in [ 101, we have that 
bG\Z) = W)l Z, b(L/Z)= b(L)\Z 
and that if 2, n 2, = 0, then (L\Z,)/& = (L/&)\Z,. Finally, we denote by A’ the 
set E(L)-A. 
In the rest of this section we review the main properties of a special class of 
clutters introduced in 123, the ideal clutters. 
Given a clutter L, a member A E L and an element x,, E A, the set A can be 
partitioned into the following two sets 
P,(L,A)={x,&A:3A% L: A’s A-{xhjv{xk}}, 
S,(L,A)=A-P,(L,A). 
Definition 2.1. Given a clutter L, an element xi E E(L) is said to be last if, for each 
member A E L with Xi E A, 
Pi(L,A)nA’#fl for each A’E L,x~@A’. 
Definition 2.2. Given a clutter L, let u = (x, , . . . , x,,) be an ordering of the elements 
of E(L). We say that O* is an ideal ordering if Xi is the last element in the minor 
Li = Ll(Xi+l, . l l 3 x”}. The minor Li is called the ith principal minor of L. 
And finally we have our last definition. 
Definition 2.3. A clutter L is ideal if it admits an ideal ordering of the elements of 
E(L). 
The main result on ideal clutters is established in the next theorem, whose proof 
can be found in [2]. 
Theorem 2.4. Let L be an ideal clutter and xh E E(L) be a last element of L; then a 
minimal transversal B E b(L) contains xh if and only if it can be expressed as 
B==A-{x,,}-Sh(L,A)=(x,,jV P,,(L,A) 
for some A E L con taking xh . 
IC the next section we aiscuss the prop&es of the class of (0,l) matrices 
associated to regular set-covering problems and st 
clutters. 
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lar clutters 
A problem (SC) is said to be regular if there exists an ordering of the variables 
u= ( x1 9 . . . , x,) such that, for every feasible solution x with xi = 1, xi = 0, j < i, the 
vector x + ei - e, is also a feasible solution, where ei is the ith unit vector. A matrix 
M associated to a regular set-covering problem is said to be regular and its columns 
are assumed to be indexed according to the ordering a. We say that an n-vector x 
is dominated by an n-vector X’ if Xi ’ s xi for 1~ i < n (x’ dominates x). The matrix 
M is assumed not to contain dominated rows (proper matrix). 
It is easy to see that, if a problem (SC) is regular, th4;:n for each nondominated 
feasible solution x with Xi = 1, xi - 0, j < i, there exists a nondominated feasible 
solution of (SC) x’ which dominates x+ ej - ei. 
We associate with a proper (0,l) matrix M the clutter LM whose members have 
the rows of M as incidence vectors. We say that M is the incidence matrix of the 
clutter LM. Moreover, we denote by E( LM) = (x,, . . . , x,) the elements of LM. 
Evidently, b( LM) is the clutter associated to the matrix whose rows are the non- 
dominated feasible solutions of (SC). 
. 
Definition 3.1. A clutter is said to be regular if its incident “- matrix is regular. 
Equivalently, a clutter is regular if and only if there exists an ordering u = (x1, . . . , ;rc, )
of the elements of E(L) such that, for each B E b(L) containing Xi and not containing 
Xj,j i i, +e:re exists a B’E b(L) contained in B - {Xi} v {Xi). 
The next theorem provides a characterization of regular clutters and is due to 
Quine [9] (see also [6, Theorem 121). 
Theorem 3.2. A clutter L is regular if and only if its blocker b(L) is regular. 
The above characterization has the interesting consequence that the property of 
being regular is hereditary with respect o taking minors, as the following corollary 
shows. 
3.3. If L is a regulw clutter then, for each xi E E(L), L\(Xi) and Ll(Xi) are 
regular clutters. 
Since L is regular, by Theorem 3.2, we only have to prove that one of the 
two operations preserves regularity since b( L)\{Xi} = b( L/{Xi}). Hence, w.l.o.g., we 
show that the clutter L\{Xi} obtained by deletion of xi is regular. 
Weclaimthatifa=(x,,..., x,,) is the ordering associated to L, also the elements 
of the minor Li = L\{X,} can be ordered according to U. 
Suppose the contrary, namely, let xh and xA be two elements of E( Li) such that 
suppose that xk cannot precede xl, in Li. It follows tha 
exists a member E Lj, containing x1, and not containing xk, such that an 
,* 
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contained in A -{x,,} v {xk} does not exist. ut A belongs to L and L is regular, 
hence there exists an A’% L contained in A - {xh} u {xk}. Now, since xi g A, WC have 
that xi L A” and hence A’% Li, contradiction. Cl 
Evidently, if the clutter is regular, also the subsets P’( L, A), for A E L and x,, E A, 
have a special structure. In particular, denoting by F’(A) the set {xi e A : j < h}, we 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. If L is a regular clutter, then P,, ( Lk, A) 2 Fh (A) for each principal minor 
LJT, each A E Lk and each x1, E A. ( ) ! 
Proof. By definition of regular clutter and Theorem 3.2 we have that, for each A E L 
and each xh E A, Ph( L, A) 2 Fh(A). Moreover, it has been proved in [2] that, for 
every clutter L, if A - Xi E L/{Xi}g then 
ph(L/(xi), A-(x,}) 2 ph(& A)-{xi}, v& E A, & f Xi* 
Consequently, for each member A E Lk containing xh, denoting by A’ the member 
of L such that A=A’-{Q+,, . . *, x”), we &vc 
Ph(Lk,A)zP/,(L,A’)-{&+1,...,;r,bFh(A) 
and the lemma follows. Cl 
It is natural at this point to ask if regular clutters are related 
clutters defined in Section 2. The following theorem provides a 
this question. 
Theorem 3.5. Every regular clutter is ideal. 
Proof. Suppose that L is regular and consider an element xk E 
kth principal minor of L; by Lemma 9, we have that 
Pk(Lk,A)s{xj~A:j<k}=Fk(A) 
to the class af ideal 
complete answer to 
E(L). Let Lk be the 
(2) 
for each A E Lk containing xk. Suppose now that some A’E Lk such that xk e A’ has 
an empty intersection with Pk( Lk, A) for some A E Lk containing xk. By (2), the 
contradiction would follow that A’c A. Consequently, by Definition 3.1, xk is last 
in Lk and the ordering u = {x,, . . . , xn} is an ideal ordering for L. Cl 
In the following example we show that there exist ideal clutters that are not regular. 
Example 3.6. The following clutter 
L = (1% 9 x21, bb, %I, cx, 3 x3, x51, ix* 9 x4H 
is ideal and a possible ideal ordering is u = (x5, x3 9 x4, x2, x,). Conversely, it can 
be easily checked that L is not regular since x3 cannot precede or follow x4 in any 
regular ardering. 
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In the next section we propose an algorithm for enumerating all the members of 
the blocker of a regular clutter and finding the minimum weight transversal. 
. ew rlgorithm for regular set-covering proble 
In [7], Peled and Simeone proposed an algorithm which, in O(mn3) elementary 
steps, produces all the feasible nondominated solutions of a regular set-covering 
problem (SC) and observed that a regular matrix M can be recognized in O(m2n2). 
In a recent survey [6], Hammer and Simeone extending the results appeared in 173 
proved that the problem (SC) defined on a regular matrix M can be solved in time 
0( mn log2m). They also report that following a different approach Crama [ 3) devised 
an algorithm for generating all the feasible, nondominated solutions of (SC). 
The algorithm we propose (RSC) generates the blocker b(L) of a regular clutter 
L and finds the minimum weight transversal of L in O(mn) elementary steps. It 
enumerates all the minimal transversals B of a regular clutter L and selects the 
transversal B* E b(L) with the property that 
c(B*)sc(B) VBE b(L), 
where c(B) =CxhcB c,,. We assume that a regular ordering o = (x,, . . . , x,) of the 
elements of E(L) is given. 
The algorithm is based on the crucial observation that since a regular clutter and 
all of its principal minors are ideal, by Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 3.4, each minimal 
transversal B E b(L) containing xh has the expression 
B = {xdu Pi,&, A) = {xhl u F,L4 
for some A E L,, containing xh. It follows that in order to produce the entire blocker 
b(L), we need a criterion to decide, for each A.j E L and each xh E Aj, whether the 
set Ai = Aj-{X,+,,*=*, x,,} belongs to the principal minor Lh. Before introducing 
such a criterion we give in the next lemma the characterization of the members 
Aj E Lk such that (Aj -{ok))& Lk__l o 
We assu~!~ fi’r.lr- ko members Ai and Aj of L, that j > i if the incidence vector of 
Ai is ~~~~~~~i,~~“r;ic..a~~~ greater than the incidence vector of Ai. It is well known [I] 
that 1p1 (0, I)-vectors with n components can be Texicographically ordered in 0( mn) 
elementary steps. 
Let L be a regular clutter and Lk its k-th principal minor. Then, for each 
xk}e Lk_, if and only if 
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(Su#iciency): If Ai =Aj-{x,,}u{X~}E L.k andxkti , we have that xk E Ai - 
and ah cz Aj- Ai. It follows that -{Xk}c Ai- and hence lij-{Xk}& LA-1 e 
( Necessity): Suppose that Aj - xk) ti &- 1 ; it f0110ws that there exists an Ai E &k 
that Ai -{Xk)EAj-{Xk}. s easy to prove that xk E Ai - Aj and that there 
ts an element xh E Aj - Ai for some h < k. 
uppose now that (ii) does not hold; it follows that there exists an x, E Aj - Ai. 
ee t < k, we have that x, E F,(Ai) and hence, by Lemma 3.4, that there exists an 
E Lk such that A, G Ai - {Xk} u {x,}. However, X, E Aj and hence A, c Aj, a contra- 
ssume now, without loss of generality, that Ai is the member of Lk with highest 
index satisfying (ii). Furthermore, suppose that (iii) does not hold, namely that 
there exists an x, E Ai, h + 1 s t s k - 1. By (ii) we have that x, E Aj and that x1, E 
F,(Ai). Consequently, there exists an A, E Lk such that 
As C Ai -{X,} U {Xh} = Aj -{X,} V {xk}. (3) 
Since A2 fZ Aj, we have that xk E A, and hence that x, E. Fk(A,). It follows that there 
exists an A, E Lk such that 
A, E As -I&} v {x,). (4) 
NOW, since X, E Aj, we have that A, cz Aj and hence A, E Ai. By (3) and (4) we have 
that 
A,=Aj-{X,}LJ{Xk}=Ai-{X,}U!Xk} 
contradicting the assumption that Ai is the member of Lk with highest index satisfying 
and proving (iii). 
uppose now that (iv) does not hold, namely that some member Al E Lk, i + 1 s I s 
j - 1, contains x ,+ Since the members of Lk are lexicographically ordered, we have 
that 
and hence there exists an x, E Al - Ai, h < t 6 k - 1. Evidently, xt # xh, otherwise A, 
should follow Aj in the lexicographic ordering by (ii). Since Lk is a regular clutter, 
x, E &(A,), and there exists an A’ contained in Ai - {Xk} u {xl}, but this implies that 
A’s AI, a contradiction. Cl 
We can now introduce the announced criterion to decide if, for a member 
an element xh E Aj, the set AT = Aj -{Xh+l, . . . , x,} is contained in the principal 
or Lh. 
Given a regular clutter L, a member Aj E L and an element xl, E 
' does knt belong to k$, if and only ij 
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f. (Suficiency): Since xh E Aj and A; - {x,,} = paih_, - { XJ,}, it follows that Ah_, E 
A; and hence, since the members are lexicographically ordered, the set A; does 
not belong to Lh. 
(hkessity): Suppose that A” #Z Lh; it 110~s that, for some k > h, the set Aj” 
belongs to Lk and, conversely, that _{Xk}#?! L,_, . It follows, by Lemma 4. I, that 
X~ & Aj and there exist an A, E Lk, i <j, and an element xh’ E Aj such that 
Ai=Aj -(Xh'}LJ(Xk), 
X#tiAi for t=h’+l,...,k-1. 
A.s a consequence, we have that h ‘3 h and, since the members of L are 
lexicographically ordered, that /$’ - {&} = A: - (xh} for each I = i, . . . , j - 1. This 
completes the proof. Cl 
to 
The criterion expressed by the above theorem can be s3~~pl) tested by associating 
eachmemberAjELforj=2,...,m the ir %X yj of the rirst element xk Fuch that 
XhEAj-Aj-l (7, = 0). Evidently, by Theorem 4.2, for Aj E L and xh E Aj, the set 
Aj-(Xh+l, l - l 3 xn} belongs to Lh if and only if k > yj. 
We are now ready to describe the algorithm which, given a regular clutter L, 
generates the blocker b(L) and finds the transversal of L having minimum weight. 
In order to compute the weight of each B in constant time, we introduce the 
following vector w indexed by the pairs (xh, Ai) for each xh E E(L) and Ai E L: 
a(Xh, 4) = I c ck + ch if & E Ai, XkEFh(Ai) 0 if Xh e Ai. 
Evidently, the vector w can be computed in O(mn) elementary steps. 
The algorithm RSC computes at the first iteration the vectors 7 and o. Successively 
it scans all the members of L and, for each member Aj and each element xh E Aj, 
tests, according to the criterion presented in Theorem 4.2, whether Ai - {x,,+~, . . . , x,,} 
belongs to Lh and hence whether B = {xh} w &(A,) belongs to b(L). In the latter 
case the algorithm generates the transversal L3, computes, using the vector w, the 
weight c(B) and, possibly, updates the current optimal solution. Below we present 
a Pascal-like coding of the algorithm RSC. 
re (input: L, c; output: b(L), I?*, MIN) 
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R ‘= Fh(Aj) V (Xh); 
b(L) := b(L) v {B); 
if O(Xh, Aj) C MIN 







Pt is evident that since the vectors y and o can be generated in 0( mn) elementary 
steps, the overall complexity of the algorithm RSC is 0( mn). 
Remark 4.3. Observe that the cardinality of the blocker b(L) is equal to the number 
of pairs (xh, Aj) such that A > yj and hence has the following expression 
lW= i l&k1 
k=l 
where dk =(AjE Lk:XkEAj)e 
. In this example we apply the algorithm RSC to the clutter L (see [6]) 
whose incidence matrix ML and the associated vector y are shown below. Observe 
that the rows of ML are arranged in increasing lexicographic order and that y1 = 0 
since for each xh E A, the criterion of Theorem 4.2 is always satisfied. 
123456 
A,bllll Yl. = 09 
A2 I 0 ‘n 1 1 Y2= 1, 
&.=A3 1 10 IO 1 Y3 = 2, 
A4 1 10 1 10 Ya=% 
A5,11100 y5=3. 
In the first iteration the algorithm producps the minimal transversals B 29 3, 
B4 and & associated respectively, to the member A, and the elements x2 s x3, x4, 
x5 and x6. Ikralogously, in the second ite SC produces he tram 
and & associated to the memb 
third iteration, the transversals and to the elements 
x4 and x4, are generated. bserve that since every ele 
5 ex h smaller t 
produced in the last two iterations. In the display below we show the final output 
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of the algorithm, both in the form of the list of minimal transversals of L and in 
the equivalent form of a ‘marked’ incidence matrix where each element xh E Aj such 




























Note. Recently we came to know that, in a forthcoming paper [S], Beled and Simeone 
have refined the results of [6], showing that a revised version of the algorithm 
Hop-Skip-Jump can solve a regular set-covering problem by generating all its feasible 
nondominated solutions in O(mn) time. 
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